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Abstract
This very brief outline shows the potential of the Corpus of Somali
Language which has been developed and is based at the Hargeysa
Cultural Centre in looking at language use in literary and other texts.
Some of the tools available have been applied to the story Rooxaan
by Shire Jaamac Axmed and a brief overview is given here of issues
relating to depositing written works into the repository and the sort
of information that results from use of the tools available.
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Rooxaan

The story Rooxaan ‘Spirits’ (Shire Jaamac Axmed, 1973b) is one of
the written works chosen to be part of the project for the repository
of Somali literature and its words. The work was written by Shire
Jaamac Axmed and published by the Ministry of Culture and Higher
Education in Mogadishu in 1973. Shire wrote a number of books and
is remembered as the publisher of a journal which came out in the
late 1960s in Somalia called Iftiinka Aqoonta ‘The Light of Knowledge’ (1966-7). He wrote two stories: Rooxaan ‘Spirits’ and Halgankii
Nolosha ‘The Struggle of Life’ (Shire Jaamac Axmed, 1973a). He also
played an important role, as a member of the different Somali language committees, in the choice of writing system which was to be
adopted for the Somali language.
The Repository of Somali Literature and its Words is a research
project based on the Corpus of Somali Language housed in the
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Hargeysa Cultural Centre. It is a repository in which the words
of Somali from the corpus are archived along with details of their
morphology, etymology and categorization into parts of speech. Details are also stored of how each word is used in different contexts:
poetry and prose, academic use, entertainment, official use and scientific research, fictional stories, essays, written and oral literature.
It includes works already written and/or published and works which
were originally in unwritten (oral) form and which have been written
specifically for this project, e.g. the work of poets which has been
transcribed.
The method used for entering Rooxaan was first to make a copy of
the book published in Mogadishu and then to have it read by the optical character recognition application ‘ABBYY Finereader 12’ which
captures the imaged letters. After that the spelling was corrected in
all the places the software had made a mistake, comparing it with
the original publication. The words which were changed were only
those ones below which are spelling or typographical mistakes. The
label [n:m] shows the place in the published version where something
has been changed (‘n’ indicates the page number and ‘m’ indicates
the line number).
[1:3] shire > Shire; [3:28] inuu uga jawaabo wiilkiisu weydiiyey > inuu uga jawaabo [su’aasha] wiilkiisu weydiiyey;
[4:4] raca > raaca; [5:5] Saaleh > Saalax; [5:7] shiikh >
Shiikh; [6:38] ayuu a aaminsanaa > ayuu u aaminsanaa;
[7:36] Isagi > isagu; [9:1] Maandow > Maandhow; [9:26]
haddi > haddii; [9: 28] naagod > naagood; [10:17] carrurta > carruurta; [10:31] shiikh > Shiikh; [14:16] Wuu
joogaa? > Wuu joogaa.
Finally this present brief analysis does not concern the topic of
the story; it is limited to the way the piece has been crafted and the
use of words by the author. The importance is in the archiving of
this piece of writing in which we see a high quality of both the craft
of writing and the handling of the topic; it can be described as one
of the finest pieces written in the Somali language.
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Words which require comment but which have not been changed
are given below.
1. [3:1] Waalidyadiis might correctly be Waalidkiis because the
latter is a word mostly used for the plural.
2. [14:14] marakan > this is now generally spelled markan.
Marakan seems to me to be colloquial or ‘street’ language.
3. The use of the spelling Muqdishow rather than Muqdisho is an
interesting matter.
Interesting words which merit further consideration are given below.
1. [3:6] yaleex jilicsan > the word yaleex which is synonymous with yix is not in the corpus apart from the dictionary
entry.
2. [3:24] afjigi jirey > the verb afjigi is now being used less,
with the word cabbudhi being used instead. The most appropriate meaning is given in Cabdalla Cumar Mansuur and
Puglielli (2012) ‘afjig f.g1 (-gay, -gtay) Qof hadlaya, iyadoo loo
diidayo inuu sheego sir ama wax aan habboonayn hadal ka joojin.’
3. [4:6] ku jilnaa > jilnaa, the word jilan which means ‘living
with someone’ is used little these days.
4. [4:32] illowse > the author uses this word for hase yeeshee
or laakinse but I hadn’t come across this structure before. He
has used it in a few places. See Figure 3 for the concordance of
the word illowse.
5. [5:6] idilu > I would write idili. It doesn’t seem to be a
wrong spelling because analogous uses of -u are found (see
[9:12] below).
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6. [6:8] baabuurka gaarigiisa > it might be thought that these
two words gaari and baabuur would now be used as synonyms
whereas Shire Jaamac recognized the difference between the cab
of a lorry and it’s body.
7. [9:12] lehu > I would write lehi though it doesn’t seem like a
spelling mistake (cf. [5.6] idilu above).
The total number of words the author used comes to 3820 with
1345 of these words being distinct. The five most used words are
wuxuu (116), Guhaad (104), oo (92), ayuu (91) and ku (8). Figure 1
shows the concordance for the word wuxuu.
Figure 2 shows the most common pairings of words from which
the five most numerous in order are: ‘Shiikh Muxsin’, ‘wuxuu ku’,
‘Shiikh Saalax’, ‘Guhaad wuxuu’ and ‘ka soo’.
Finally, Figure 3 shows the concordance of the word illowse and
how the author used it where otherwise haseyeeshee or laakinse
might be used.
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Figure 1: Concordance for the word wuxuu
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Figure 2: The most common pairings of words
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Figure 3: Concordance of the word illowse
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